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Chapter 208 A ***Idea

Hernan was suddenly a little curious about Paige’s status in the medical world. She could even come up with a cure at once for

such a difficult illness…

As everyone knew, the best doctor in the world was Skylar. It was said that his medical ***were superb and could bring the dead

back to life. However, he was very mysterious, and no one knew his whereabouts….

Ever since his grandparents moved into ICU, Hernan had been looking for Skylar. He wanted Skylar to show up and save his

grandparents.

Some people said that Skylar was dead, and some said that he had once shown up in the Triangle Area. But no one knew if

these stories were credible.

Did Paige learn her ***from Skylar?

If she did, then his grandparents could be saved!

“Paige, you have so much confidence in that doctor’s medical **. It seems that you’ve been in touch. Are you close?” Danica

asked gently.

“Yes.” She was indeed quite close to herself.

“If she can even cure your grandfather and grandmother, then she must be very expensive!”

With that, Danica took a card out of her handbag. “There are 320 million dollars in this card. See how much she charges and

give her as much. The rest is yours.”

Paige was stunned.

Giving her money again?

Patricia, who was nearby, was extremely jealous. Her mother was seizing every chance to give Paige money, even right in front

of her! Her ***did not care about her feelings at all… Why would Paige need 320 million dollars to buy a prescription from a

doctor?

This was clearly favoritism. Danica was spoiling Paige!

“No need, I have money.” Paige returned the card, not accepting it.

“Famous doctors usually charge a lot. Your own money won’t be enough,” Danica

insisted on giving Paige the card. “Besides, how can I let you pay?”

“I’m friends with that doctor. The price won’t be high. Don’t worry.” She must not take any more money from her parents.

Patricia took Danica’s arm and suddenly said sweetly, “***, you are not treating Paige as one of us. She just wants to take this

opportunity to do something for our grandparents. If Grandma and Grandpa wake up and know that Paige got them the doctor

and paid the fees, they will definitely like Paige more!”

Danica looked at her with fake annoyance and said, “Paige is the same age as you and is only eighteen! It’s normal that girls at

such a young age can’t make money. If she’s to pay for it, your grandpa and Grandma will blame me!”

“But Paige has said that she knows the doctor and that the doctor won’t charge much

for her sake…”

“No, no, she must take it!” Donald insisted. “How can we let Paige pay with her own

money?”

“Yes, your father was right. If you don’t take it, then we won’t give your grandparents your medicine.” Danica pretended to

threaten.

Donald nodded. “Paige only returned home less than a month ago. She manages the company and caught so many people that

were bad for the company. She even participated in the design competition to help her subordinates win and make the company

famous. As parents, how can we take advantage of her again?”

“Paige, come and accept it.” Danica insisted on stuffing the card into Paige’s hand, but

Paige insisted on rejecting it. Then Danica stuffed the card into Paige’s backpack.

In the end, Paige gave up. She planned to return the card to her mother later.

Patricia was so jealous. Didn’t Paige say that she wouldn’t accept it? But she accepted it

in the end! Paige was so hypocritical, ****, and *********!

“But Paige, do we need to ask the doctor to come to take a closer look at your

grandparents before he prescribes?” Danica asked curiously.

“Yes, we can’t take this thing lightly. If he comes, we can also take the chance to thank him in person,” Donald said.

Hernan figured that if it was Skylar, it would be better if he came and saw his patients in person. Skylar was definitely much

better than Carter and the others.

Carter looked forward to it very much and said, “If we can get that doctor to come, we can talk face-to-face and work together.

Then, maybe we can wake the patients up

sooner.”

Paige could only say, “Then I will talk to her about it later.”

“Good, very good!” The immense weight that had long been there was finally about to get off Danica’s heart!

Just then, Patricia had an idea. “Paige, fortunately, you went out today with the special medical tools, otherwise grandmother

would have…”

She pretended to be worried and continued, “However, how come you knew that

grandfather and grandmother would suddenly feel unwell?” grandfather and grandmother w

Patricia was trying to remind everyone present that this whole thing could be planned by Paige. It could be that Paige did

something to their grandmother to provoke the attack when Hernan was not looking and then took out the special medical tools

that she had prepared just to impress everyone.

“Ms. Patricia, it’s understandable for you to have such thoughts.” Carter smiled and said, “People who study traditional medicine

always take special medical tools with them. This is not strange. Fortunately, we got Ms. Paige here today. I wonder if I can ask

you medical questions in the future, Ms. Paige? I really admire you for your medical

****.”

“Paige has to go to college. If you have any questions, you can ask when she’s back to see her grandparents and have free

time.” Donald didn’t want his daughter’s studies to

be affected.

“Yes, then I’ll thank Mr. Lusk, Mrs. Lusk, and Ms. Paige in advance.” With that, Carter

left with the nurses.

Patricia was jealous and ***that Carter didn’t thank her!

She had just praised his medical ***in front of Paige!

Just then, a ***idea hit her. If the medicine brought by Paige ***their

grandparents…

Then Paige would have to leave the family!

Moreover, she would be a murderer of two lives. Even if the law did not sentence Paige to death for the sake of the Lusk family, it

would be very likely that Paige had to spend the rest of her life in prison.

At that time, she would still be the only baby daughter in the family, and everything would return to square one.

She would still be the apple of her parents’ eyes and the only sister of her five brothers…

Just thinking about this, Patricia could not handle her excitement. As long as all the evidence said that Paige wanted to ***her

grandparents…

Thinking of this, Patricia looked at the two old men on the bed. In the end, they loved her for eighteen years. She didn’t have the

heart to ***them…

After a while, Danica got up and said to the nurse next to her, “Please take good care of them for us. If there is anything, you can

call me at any time.”

“Yes.”

“Paige, it’s getting late. Let’s go home.” Danica took Paige’s hand and left the ward

with her.

After returning to the **Villa, Paige found an excuse and left after dinner and went to Knapcoll Villa to make the medicine that her

grandparents needed.
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